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Abstract

Machine Learning (ML) is traditionally formalized as the study of learning con-
cepts from labeled examples. We are interested in providing a way for a hu-
man teacher to interact with a learner using natural instructions, thus allowing
the teacher to communicate the relevant domain expertise to the learner without
necessarily knowing anything about the internal representations used for learning.
We introduce a learning algorithm for the instruction interpretation problem that
gets feedback from its performance on the final task, while learning jointly (1)
how to interpret the lesson and (2) how to use this interpretation to do well on the
final task. This approach alleviates the supervision burden of traditional ML by
focusing on supplying the learner with only human-level task expertise.

1 Introduction

Constructing intelligent agents that can take decisions autonomously, and respond correctly to exter-
nal stimuli is considered one of the key AI goals, and to a large extent making progress towards that
goal has guided AI research. Broadly speaking, the problem of mapping between the inputs directly
accessible to the agent (sensory or symbolic) to a complex concept or decision function is typically
framed as a machine learning problem. In its most conventional form this problem is approached
using supervised machine learning methods: given a set of labeled examples the learner constructs
a decision function generalizing over the observed training data. While this approach has been
tremendously successful for many learning domains, it carries an inherent drawback - the learner
can only be as good as the data it is given. Learning therefore depends on annotating considerable
amounts of training data, an expensive and time consuming process.

Our work aims to alleviate some of this difficulty by suggesting a different kind of learning protocol
based on instructions interpretation rather than traditional example based learning. This protocol
draws motivation from human learning processes, in which the learner is given a “knowledge injec-
tion”, in the form of a lesson describing a high level concept and a few specific examples to validate
the correct understanding of the lesson. Example-based learning, an inductive process by nature,
generalizes over the labeled examples. This contrasts directly with our approach, which attempts to
learn the correct hypothesis directly. The proposed approach carries with it an immediate advantage,
as it allows the system designer to focus on task-related expertise. To ensure this advantage we focus
on natural instructions, describing the target concept in natural language (NL).

Successful learning in these settings depends on the agent’s ability to correctly decode the lesson.
This process is known as semantic interpretation - moving from a lesson describing complex inter-
actions in NL to a representation which grounds these interactions in domain entities and concepts.
This is by no means a trivial process, and current works approach this task using supervised ML
methods, which are difficult and expensive as the original learning problem we hoped to avoid.

In order to avoid this difficulty we suggest to guide semantic interpretation by making the connection
between the learning tasks explicit: correct interpretation would result in a correct decision function,
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yielding a positive outcome when applied by the agent in the domain. This allows the learner to test
its understanding and reject incorrect lesson interpretations. We exploit this property to provide
feedback to the semantic interpretation learning process, and study learning algorithms driven by
this form of feedback.

We test our approach in an actionable settings, in which the learner can evaluate its hypothesis by
taking actions in a (simulated) world environment. We currently focus on card games (a domain
studied by several works, such as [3,4]), in which the lessons describe preconditions on actions.

2 From NL Lesson to Concept: Semantic Interpretation

Semantic interpretation, the process of converting a NL lesson into an actionable representation, is
framed as a structured prediction problem, that is - an inference procedure selecting the best logical
formula as output, according to a set of parameters. In practice this decision is decomposed into
smaller decisions, capturing local mappings of input tokens to logical fragments and their compo-
sition into larger fragments. We formulate the inference process over these decision as an Integer
Linear Program (ILP), maximizing the overall score of active decisions, subject to constraints en-
suring the validity of the output formula. The flexibility of ILP (demonstrated previously in several
works, such as [6]) allows us to easily incorporate constraints declaratively. These constraints help
facilitate learning as they shape the space of possible output structures, thus requiring the learned
model’s parameters to discriminate between a smaller set of candidates.

3 Response Driven Learning of Semantics

Our approach advocates the idea of instruction-based computing, in which the target concept is
taught directly via instructions. The role of traditional machine learning is shifted to semantic inter-
pretation - learning how to convert natural language into an actionable representation. We frame the
semantic interpretation problem as a structured prediction problem. The learning problem is there-
fore defined as finding a good set of parameters for the structural inference decision, such that when
applied to NL instructions the corresponding output formula will result in a correct behavior. Typ-
ically, such prediction functions are trained in a supervised settings in which the learner has access
to training examples, consisting of the input sentences and their corresponding logical forms (e.g.
[7,8,9]). However our learning framework does not have access to this type of data, and relies only
on feedback obtained from world interaction - by trying out the interpretation. This setup gives rise
to our algorithmic learning approach, iteratively performing the following steps- generating rules
from instructions, receiving feedback by acting in the world and updating the interpretation function
parameters accordingly. Learning is such settings has been discussed in the context of semantic
parsing for data base access by [1,5], and imperative language interpretation in [2]. From a machine
learning perspective the algorithm learns a structured predictor using binary feedback. In general,
the goal of structured learning is to learn, given “gold” structures, the parameters to a ranking func-
tion, such that the correct structure will be ranked first. Since the only indication of correctness our
framework has is game data prediction accuracy, we use this feedback to approximate the structured
learning goal, by promoting output structures that result in the desired world behavior so that their
score will increase. Our algorithm samples the space of possible structures for a given input modi-
fying the model’s parameter vector to encourage correct structures. The full details of the algorithm
are beyond the scope of this abstract.

4 Evaluating the Agent’s understanding

The question of how to evaluate the agent’s understanding requires to evaluate the learners ability to
generalize beyond the limited supervision offered by the binary feedback function. Generalization
is evaluated along two lines: (1) Evaluating the quality of the learned target concept: the ability of
the system to perform well on the concept learned by interpreting the input lesson (2) Evaluating the
quality of the learned semantic interpretation model. In this case after the learning process terminates
the system should be given a set of new textual instructions, and its performance is evaluated based
on the quality of the newly generated rules. Our experiments show that our learning approach is able
to learn a good semantic interpreter which generalizes well also to previously unseen instructions.
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